Super Hero Story: Suggested Super Powers

Synopsis
If you search the internet for Super Powers you’ll find thousands of ideas. You are welcome to choose any THREE super powers you want, within reason. You may not choose a power that gives you more powers (e.g. a Genie’s ability to grant wishes). Try to select powers that complement each other and don’t make you invincible. You must have some form of weakness or vulnerability. Posted below are various categories of super powers and sample powers.

Heightened Senses
Select one or more senses (sight, hearing, taste, touch, smell) and enhance them.
Examples: Night vision, infrared vision, X-ray vision, telescopic or microscopic vision, super hearing, identify all ingredients in food, read by touch, identify people by smell, and radar

Physical Changes
This category of powers includes changes to your body, from adding body parts to enhancing your body in powerful and significant ways. You could have any form of animal trait.
Examples: Wings, claws, horns, tail, extra arms, spikes, armor plating, suction hands and feet, diamond skin, rotating eyes, acid blood, camouflage, stretching, grow or shrink, regeneration

Extraordinary Abilities
Imagine that you could increase something about yourself exponentially.
Examples: Incredible strength, intelligence, agility, endurance, charisma, reflexes

Movement
Examples: Flight, super speed, teleportation, dimensional travel, time travel, tunneling, spinning

Energy Control
You could create, control, and/or manipulate some form of energy.
Examples: Weather control, fire, water, earth, light, gravity, kinetic, electricity, sound, heat

Mental Powers
You have incredible mental fortitude and can manipulate others using your mind.
Examples: Mind or emotion control, telepathy, telekinesis, illusions, precognition, neural paralysis

Devices
You invented or found one or more powerful devices which have innate powers.
Examples: Armor, weapons (not guns), robot, vehicle, jewelry, gadgets, computer, poison

Companion, Pet, or Servant
Examples: Dragon, unicorn, zombie, fairy, lion, imp, dinosaur, griffin, hawk, shark, squirrel

Traditional Powers
Examples: Invisibility, healing, shape change, absorption, magic, invulnerability, immortality